
  

  

 

 

Design procedure for jubilee and commemorative coins, 2023 

 

1. The organizer of the competition: the National Bank of Moldova (hereinafter NBM), 1 
Grigore Vieru Avenue, MD-2005, Chisinau. 

 
2. The object: Drafts of design for jubilee and commemorative coins, 2023, with the following 

topics: 

“Personalities” series: 
Topic I: “Igor Vieru – 100 years since birth”  
                 (Ro:„Igor Vieru – 100 de ani de la naștere”); 
Topic II: “Alexei Sciusev – 150 years since birth”  
                 (Ro:„Alexei Șciusev – 150 de ani de la naștere”); 
 
“Monuments of Moldova” series: 
Topic III: “Trajan’s Wall”  
                     (Ro: „Valul lui Traian”); 
 
“Holidays, culture, traditions of Moldova” series: 
Topic IV: “Mărțișorul – symbol of spring” (coloured) 
                   (Ro:„Mărțișorul – simbol al primăverii”); 
 
“Other” series: 
Topic V: “Peace”; 
                   (Ro:„Pace”); 
Topic VI: “Bee’s World” (coloured) 
                    (Ro:„Lumea albinelor”); 
Topic VII: “Anniversary of the national currency” 
                     (Ro:„Aniversarea monedei naționale”). 

 
3. Eligible participants: individuals who have reached the age of 18, as well as legal entities. By 

participating in the design competition, each participant unconditionally agrees and 
undertakes to comply with the requirements of this procedure. 

 
4. Deadline for submission of draft designs: 19 May 2023, 1400. 
 
5. Announcement of the results: the NBM shall inform each participant about the results of 

the evaluation of draft designs submitted in the contest in accordance with this procedure, 
following their approval by the governing bodies of the National Bank of Moldova.  
 

6. Requirements for the creation and presentation of draft designs: 

a) the maximum number of drafts submitted by a participant for a topic is not limited; 

b) each draft design shall be submitted in electronic format, including the vector version, 
as follows: 
- computer generated drawing, 



  

  

- in black and white, with the exception of topics IV and VI, which must be submitted in 
coloured version, 

- the image with a diameter of 15 cm and, on the same page, the image with a diameter 
of 1/1 to the size of the coin: 

� for topics I, II, III - with a diameter of 30 mm; 
� for topics IV, V, VI - with a diameter of 35 mm; 
� for topic VII - with a diameter of 24 mm and 37 mm.  

 
Note: The version with a diameter of 1/1 to the size of the coin will be taken into 
consideration for examination. 

c) each design submitted shall contain a brief description of the design concept, the source 
of inspiration including references and the description and significance of each design 
element; 

d) the design concepts submitted may not be used in other projects (brands, medals, stamps, 
etc.);  

e) recommended elements for the design of jubilee and commemorative coins: 

- for topic I - face of the evoked personality, years of life, images characterizing the 
activity of the personality, the inscription in capital letters “IGOR VIERU”; 

- for topic II - face of the evoked personality, years of life, images characterising the 
activity of the personality, the inscription in capital letters “ALEXEI ȘCIUSEV”; 

- for topic III -  the elements and images characterising the topic, the inscription: “Valul 
lui Traian”; 

- for topic IV - the colourful image of “Mărțișor” represented by two homunculus (little 
human beings) dressed in traditional clothes, one in red and the other in white, the 
stylised inscription “Mărțișorul - simbol al primăverii”; 

- for topic V - representation of the elements (globe, doves, children, traditional dance 
“Hora”) and inscription of a slogan characterising the topic; 

- for topic VI - in the background - the coloured image of a honeycomb, in the 
foreground – the image of several honeybees collecting nectar from a flower, the 
inscription “Lumea albinelor” in capital letters following the circumference of the 
coin; 

- for topic VII - stylised image of a rampant lion or other elements characterising the 
origin of the Moldovan leu, the inscription of the topic name: “Aniversarea monedei 
naționale”; 

f) each design submitted should have attached the statement with: 

- the text “I, the undersigned (name, surname), hereby declare on my own responsibility, 
knowing the provisions of Article 3521 of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Moldova on 
false statements, that I am the author (holder of exclusive moral and patrimonial rights) of 
this draft design, therefore, I confirm that it is original and complies with the provisions of 
the legislation on the copyright protection and related rights. I understand that if this 
declaration does not comply with reality, I am liable under the provisions of the criminal 
legislation on false statements”; 

- name, surname and signature of the author of the design draft; 

- date of signature of the draft design. 

g) the participant in the design competition shall provide personal data (including consent 
to their processing by the NBM), according to Annex 1 to this procedure; 



  

  

h) the draft designs for the coins, together with the Agreement completed and signed in 
accordance with Annex 1, shall be submitted to the NBM by sending them to the e-mail 
address corneliu.cretu@bnm.md, specifying: “Design for jubilee and commemorative 
coins 2023”; 

i) the participants are responsible for ensuring that they have received a confirmation 
from the NBM of receipt of the draft designs for entry into the competition organised 
under this procedure; 

j) all the costs relating the creation and submission of draft designs to the NBM shall be 
fully borne by the participant; 

k) the participant shall undertake to carry out, if requested by the NBM, without additional 
remuneration, the final correction of the draft designs (necessary changes/corrections 
arisen during execution of technological operations) on which they transfer the 
copyright ownership, within 5 calendar days from the date of the NBM's request.  
 

Note:  
- by submitting draft designs for jubilee and commemorative coins, the participant in the 

procedure confirms his/her availability to sign a contract on the transfer of exclusive 
author’s patrimonial rights allowing the NBM to use the design for an unlimited period of 
time and territory, in case the NBM has selected and approved it; 

- submitted draft designs are not returned to participants.   
 

7. Examination procedure: 
a) draft designs shall be subject to examination and evaluation by a commission 

established by the NBM for this purpose; 
b) the commission have to select the most successful draft designs (one for each jubilee and 

commemorative coin); 
c) the draft designs selected by the commission shall be forwarded to the governing bodies 

of the NBM for examination and approval, which, in turn shall designate the winners of 
the competition; 

The NBM reserves the right to reject the results of the competition if no successful design 
has been selected. 

 
8. Criteria for draft designs selection: 

a) compliance with the requirements set out by the NBM; 
b) clear and successful representation of the coin's topic; 
c) drafting a qualitative and technologically realisable design on the surface of the coin, 

which  portrays: 
- aesthetic, creative and original character, clear visibility and coherence of the design 

elements in the version featuring a 1/1 diameter to the actual size of the coin; 
- design elements that are framed within the area of the coin surface, without being 

interlaced, overlaid with text or other design elements; 
- legible text and fine details – not less than 1 mm; 
- clear design elements that should not be overloaded with details that would appear 

as defects on the surface of the coins (e.g. abundance of vegetation or inlaid lines, 
etc.). 

 
9. Remuneration for draft designs selected by the NBM: for each approved draft design, the 

NBM shall sign a contract with the participant on the transfer of intellectual property rights, 
including exclusive author’s property rights on the created draft designs.  



  

  

The amount of the contractual remuneration shall vary according to the theme and 
complexity of the design submitted. Deductions shall be carried out from this amount of 
remuneration in accordance with the tax legislation in force.  

In the event the BNM considers that elements from the draft designs submitted by several 
graphic designers will be used for the approval of final draft design, the amount of 
remuneration shall be divided equally to the authors of these designs.  

Amount of remuneration: starting from 6 500 MDL. 
 

10. Personal data:  
a) by participating in the competition, the participant expresses his/her consent to the 

processing of personal data provided to the BNM; 
b) the NBM undertakes the responsability to maintain the confidentiality, security and use 

of personal data in accordance with the legislation in force; 
c) the NBM shall have the right to publicly announce the names and surnames of the 

winners. 
 
Contact details: tel: (+373) 22 822 270, (+373) 22 822 614 

                                     e- mail: corneliu.cretu@bnm.md 

 
 
Corneliu CREȚU 
Head of Cash Operations Division 
  



  

  

Annex 1 
to the Design procedure 

for jubilee and commemorative coins 
 

AGREEMENT 
on the processing of personal data of participants in the design competition  

for jubilee and commemorative coins 2023,  
organised by the National Bank of Moldova  

 
I, the undersigned (surname, first name): _____________________________________________ 
identity card: IDNP ________________________ series ____________, No ___________________ 
issued by __________________________________on_____________________________________ 
date of birth:_______________________________________________________________________ 
address:___________________________________________________________________________ 
telephone: landline ____________________________mobile______________________________ 
e-mail:____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

By this agreement I freely, formally and unconditionally express my consent to the processing by 
the National Bank of Moldova of my personal data provided, which are offered by me, in 
connection with my submission to the competition for creation of designs for jubilee and 
commemorative coins, the examination of the draft designs by the National Bank of Moldova and 
in case of my designation as a winner - the signing and proper execution of the contract on the 
transfer of copyright ownership, including the exclusive author’s patrimonial rights on the draft 
designs created. The personal data provided shall not be used contrary to the purposes of this 
Agreement, including not be further submitted to unauthorized third parties. 

I confirm that I have been informed about my rights under Articles 12-18 of Law No 133/2011 on 
the protection of personal data (rights to be informed, rights of access, rights to intervene, rights 
to object and rights to apply to the court in the context of processing of personal data concerning 
my person).  

I am aware that the personal data provided shall be processed in compliance with the security and 
confidentiality regime, in accordance with the provisions of the Law No 133/2011 on the protection 
of personal data and the Requirements for ensuring the security of personal data when processing 
them using personal data information systems, approved by the Decision of the Government No 
1123/2010. 

I have been informed that for the purpose of accurate processing of my personal data, I am obliged 
to inform the National Bank of Moldova of truthful data, as well as of any changes to my personal 
data, also I have been informed about the liability for false statements. 

I have been informed and I give the consent on the right of the National Bank of Moldova to 
publicly announce my name and surname, when the NBM will publish the results of this 
competition on creation of the designs for jubilee and commemorative coins. 
 

Name, surname Signature 
Date 

 


